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Executive Summary
This paper provides suggested best practices for migrating container types to Quest-branded containers for the
DR Series system. Not all backup applications are covered in this document. Please contact technical support if
additional assistance is needed.
For additional information, see the DR Series system documentation and other data management application
best practices whitepapers for your specific DR Series system at:
http://support.quest.com/DR-Series
NOTE: The DR Series system and backup application build version and screenshots used in this
document might vary slightly, depending on the version of the DR Series system / backup application
you are using.
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1
Overview
Understanding migration strategies
Before you begin, you should refer to the following considerations about container migration in the DR Series
system.
First, not all containers require migration; for example, CIFS/NFS containers are not “branded,” and, generally,
require no additional steps to migrate outside of normal maintenance actions. Second, if a container needs
migration there are three ways, in general, by which to migrate it.
In this document, each section describes a data management application and details the suggested way to
migrate containers. If your specific data management application is not included in this guide, please note that
the general options for migration are the same.
● The first general migration strategy is to create new containers, add them to the backup application, and
then allow data on the old containers to reach retention. At that point, you can delete the old container.
This requires the least amount of effort generally but depends on the data management application.
Because data deduplication occurs between containers of the same storage group on the DR Series
system, there will be no increase in storage overhead because of this action. The downside to this might
be container limitations, such as four VTL’s per DR Series system, and additional action being required
once data reaches retention. This strategy applies to all container types.
● The second general migration type is to create and add a new container, but then manually run
duplication/copy jobs to move existing data between containers. Once completed, you can delete the old
container immediately; however, the duplication/copy process can be time-consuming and difficult,
depending on the application. This strategy applies to all container types.
● The third general migration type is to remove the container from the data management application as-is.
Re-add it to the data management application as a Quest container, and then run an inventory process on
the container. This strategy only works for OST/RDA protocol; it will not work for VTL. Also, the inventory
process can range from easy to very difficult/time-consuming, depending on the application.
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CIFS/NFS containers
There is no need to migrate a CIFS/NFS container. If Rapid CIFS or Rapid NFS is used, be sure to upgrade to
the latest Quest-branded installer for your build of the DR Series system operating system (OS).
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Veritas Backup Exec
Veritas Backup Exec is one of the easier backup applications in which to migrate containers. Generally, migration
revolves around an inventory process or running duplication jobs.

Migrating OST containers
The best strategy for Veritas Backup Exec regarding OST containers is to simply remove the container and readd it as a Quest-branded container. Once that is complete, you need to run a catalog/inventory to re-import the
images and retarget jobs to the Quest-branded container.
1

Start by reviewing your current container settings. Open the Backup Exec console, and navigate to the
Storage Tab.

2

Double-click the container to be migrated, and then select the Properties tab. Note the current settings.
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3

On the Job Monitor tab, highlight all jobs using the container to be migrated, right-click and select Hold.

4

On the Storage Tab, right-click the container to be migrated, and select Disable.
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5

When the container becomes grey, right-click it again, and select Delete.

6

On the pop-up window, do not select any check boxes; only click the Yes button.
CAUTION: Do NOT select the check box to delete backup sets. If you do all data will be deleted
from the container and be unrecoverable

7

If jobs are targeted to this container, a Retarget jobs option dialog box appears.

8

Select the Any disk storage option in the drop-down menu, and click OK.
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9

Select Configure Storage and proceed to add the container again as an OST device using the Quest
plugin. If assistance is required, please review the Veritas Backup Exec setup whitepaper located at
http://support.quest.com/DR-Series. Make sure to configure settings like “concurrent streams”, “split data
steam every”, and “data stream size” to their original settings.

10 On the Storage tab, right-click the added container, and click the Inventory and Catalog now option.

This will automatically start and can be monitored in your list of jobs under Job Monitor.
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11 After the inventory/catalog finishes, highlight the jobs that used to be targeted to the original container.
12 Edit them and configure their full, incremental, or duplicate jobs to the newly added container.

Migrating VTL containers
The protocol used to connect the VTL container does not affect the migration process. VTL containers cannot
simply be re-added as a different library type, which means that a new container of a Quest type must be created
to change library types. Once the new library is added, it is recommended that you allow the old VLT backup sets
to expire naturally. Then, remove the library from Backup Exec and the container from the DR appliance once
retention is met completely. The only alternative is to run duplicate jobs on backup sets per tape within backup
exec.
If you cannot allow retention to meet over time and are forced to duplicate tapes, you can use the following
example:
1

Create and add the new Quest branded library in Backup Exec. Follow the Backup Exec whitepaper if
step-by-step instructions are needed for this process.

2

Open the Backup Exec Console, and navigate to the Storage Tab. Find the library to be migrated from
and expand it. Find the slots section under that library and double click on it.
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3

In the Slots screen it can be useful to organize the media by the “Allocated Date” column, which will bring
all the tapes currently under retention to the top. This screen can be useful to define a list of tapes to be
copied by barcode. Once this is done pick one of the tapes and double-click it.
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NOTE: In Backup Exec it is usually possible to copy multiple rows via Ctrl-C and paste into a spreadsheet tool. This is
also useful for generated a list of tapes to be migrated.

4

On this screen highlight all the backup sets stored on this tape. This may include multiple backups if this
tape was appended to. Right click and select the Duplicate option.
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5

In the Duplicate Job window, select the newly added Quest Library under the Storage drop-down. Also,
select the media set. Remember that in Backup Exec media sets define retention. There is no way to
continue the backup set current retention; this action will reset retention to the settings of the new media
set. Because of this, you might want to create a newer, short media set. Disabling the “Verity at the end of
the job” check box can also save on duplication job runtime. Click OK.

6

At this point, you can monitor the duplication under the Job Monitor tab for completion.

7

Repeat this process for each tape to be copied. Depending on the number of tapes this can be time
consuming.

8

After copying all available tapes, do not forget to modify your jobs to point to the newly created library.
Then Disable and Delete the old library from Backup Exec and the VTL container from the DR appliance.
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Veritas NetBackup
Veritas NetBackup generally requires that a secondary container be created to migrate. For OST, the NetBackup
database only allows a Storage Server to be added as one type at a time.

Migrating OST containers
It is not possible to mount the same storage server twice in a NetBackup cell using the same hostname or IP
address. This is because these fields are shared and are required to be unique in the NetBackup database. This
limitation is the same as adding a NDMP server with the same hostname or IP as a storage server
https://www.veritas.com/support/en_US/article.000018018
The most functional way to migrate involves removing and re-adding the Storage Server then running a manual
inventory process, which can be time consuming depending on the number of images. The Storage Server
cannot be removed without first removing all the storage units and disk pools associated with the storage server,
and this cannot be done with OST images left unexpired. Because of the complicated nature of this it is highly
recommended that Veritas NetBackup support personnel assist with the migration, if it is absolutely necessary.

Migrating VTL containers
The protocol used to connect the VTL container does not affect the migration process. VTL containers cannot be
re-added as a different library type, which means that a new container of a Quest type needs to be created to
change library types. Once the new library is added, it is recommended that you allow the old VLT backup sets to
expire naturally. Then remove the old library from NetBackup and the container from the DR appliance once
retention is met completely. The only alternative is to run duplicate jobs on backup sets per tape within
NetBackup.
If you cannot allow retention to meet over time and are forced to duplicate tapes, you can use the following
example:
1

Create and add the new Quest branded library in NetBackup. Follow the instructions in the Veritas
NetBackup setup whitepaper if step-by-step instructions are needed for this process.

2

Open the NetBackup Administration Console, expand Media and Device Management, then select Media.
Identify the library to be migrated and the Volume Group in which the media resides by checking the
Quest DR Series System Container Migration
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library serial number and the Barcodes listed in the Volume Group. In the example notice how the library
starts with a serial number KF5F and all of the tapes begin KF5F. You can also use the Volume Groups
panel to develop a list of tapes to be migrated. Confirm the “Time Assigned” column is not blank, which
suggests the media is currently in use.

NOTE: In NetBackup it is usually possible to copy multiple rows via Ctrl-C and paste into a spreadsheet tool. This is
also useful for generated a list of tapes to be migrated.

3

Expand the NetBackup Management and Storage sections and then select Catalog.

4

Do the following:
a

Set the Action dropdown to Duplicate.

b

Select the “Media ID:” radio button and then enter or find the Media ID that matches a barcode to
be copied.
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c

Select a from and to time range under “Date/Time Range” that covers the complete retention of
that tape. There is no harm in setting the from date to an extremely distant date.

d

Leave other options set at the default settings, and click Search Now. There may be multiple
search results as multiple backups may be appended to the same tape.

e

5

Select them all and then right-click and select Duplicate…

In the Duplication screen, do the following:
a

Select the Primary Check box.

b

Select the new Quest VTL storage unit in the Storage Unit drop down.

c

Set a volume pool to use. Unless manual volume pools have been created the NetBackup volume
pool is usually correct.

d

Select No Change under the Retention drop-down, unless retention modification is needed.

e

Quest also suggests to use the “Fail all copies” option under “for each image if this copy fails.” This
will cause the job to fail if a single backup fails to copy to a new tape.

f

Click the OK button once finished.
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6

Click OK on the Confirm Duplicate dialog box.

7

You can monitor individual tape duplication in the Activity Monitor section.

8

Repeat this process for each tape to be copied. Depending on the number of tapes this can be time
consuming.

9

After copying all available tapes do not forget to modify your policies to point to the newly created library.
Then, delete the old library from NetBackup and the VTL container from the DR Series system appliance.
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CommVault
Migrating VTL containers
The protocol used to connect the VTL container does not affect the Migration process. VTL containers cannot
simply be re-added as a different library type. This means that a new container of a Quest type needs to be
created to change library types. Once the new library is added it is recommended that you allow the old VLT
backup sets to expire naturally. Then remove the old library from CommVault and the container from the DR
appliance once retention is met completely. The only alternative is to run a Synchronous Copy per Storage Policy
utilizing the VTL to be migrated. Other actions, like Media Refresh, cannot work because they’re intended to be
used within the same library instead of copying between libraries.
If you cannot allow retention to meet over time and are forced to Synchronous Copy tapes you can use the
following example:
1

Create and add the new Quest branded library in CommVault. Follow the CommVault whitepaper if step
by step instructions are needed for this process.

2

Open the CommCell Console, and do the following:
a

Expand Polices and then Storage Polices.

b

Find a policy currently using the VTL to be migrated.

c

Select that policy and in the content tab, right-click the white space below your copies.

d

Select “All Tasks” and click “Create New Copy.”
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3

On the General tab, do the following: (but do not select any of the copy type check boxes).
a

Set the Default Destination library to the newly added Quest VTL, making sure to pick the
appropriate Media Agent, Drive Pool, and Scratch Pool.

b

You will also need to enter a Copy Name.
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4

Under the Retention tab, select the desired retention for the copied backups. Note that you cannot
continue the previous retention used by the backup. Because of this, it might be logical to get this
retention to shorter than normally required.

5

In the Copy Policy section, select the check box for “All Backups,” unless you specifically need a different
range, and click the OK button.

6

If the policy is large enough, a confirmation notice might appear, suggesting the jobs are older than 14
days or it will be copying more than 10TB. Click “No” to proceed with the current settings.
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7

Right-click the Storage Policy, select “All Tasks,” and then click “Run Auxiliary Copy.”

8

Click the “Select a Copy” radio button, select the newly created synchronous copy by name in the drop
down, and then click OK.
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9

You can view the status of the copy from the Job Controller.

10 Repeat this process for each policy to be copied. Depending on the number of policies and the total
amount of data this can be time consuming.
11 After copying all the policies, do not forget to modify your primary copies to point to the newly created
library. Then, delete the old library from CommVault and the VTL container from the DR Series appliance.
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Quest NetVault
Migrating RDA containers
There is no need to migrate data in RDA containers. After upgrading the DR Series system appliance and
upgrading to NetVault 11.4.5.11 or later, all previous RDA devices will be converted to Quest branding
automatically. Just ensure that you update both the DR Series system operating system (OS) and the NetVault
server.

Migrating VTL containers
The protocol used to connect the VTL container does not affect the migration process. VTL containers cannot be
re-added as a different library type, which means that a new container of a Quest type needs to be created to
change library types. Once the new library is added, it is recommended that you allow the old VLT backup sets to
expire naturally. Then, remove the old library from NetVault and the container from the DR Series appliance once
retention is met completely. The only alternative is to run a Data Copy Job per Saveset with the VTL to be
migrated.
If you cannot allow retention to meet over time and are forced to do Data Copy Jobs, you can use the following
example:
1

Create and add the new Quest branded library in NetVault. Follow the instructions in the DR Series
system NetVault setup whitepaper if step-by-step instructions are needed for this process.

2

Open the NetVault web GUI, and click Create Backup Job. Enter a name for the Job and click Create
New.
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3

Do the following:
a

Expand the server/smart client with the libraries attached.

b

Expand the Data Copy plugin, and then the Backups folder.

c

Expand the client that was backed up and the plugin used to do the backup, in this case,
FileSystem.

d

Select one of the savesets (only one can be selected at a time), and click the Save button.
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4

Name the selection set, and click Save.

5

Set the Target Storage device to the newly created VTL and the Advanced Options to a retention set you
prefer. The retention for this copied job will start over, and the retention is defined here. If you do not want
to restart the full retention, a shorter than normal retention can be defined in a new Advanced Options set.
For information on creating sets, refer to the DR Series system NetVault setup whitepaper and the
NetVault specific documentation.

6

Click Save & Submit.
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7

You can now monitor the Data Copy progress in the job Status page.

8

Repeat this process for each Saveset to be copied. Depending on the number of Savesets, this can be
time consuming.

9

After copying all available data do not forget to modify your jobs to point to the newly created library.
Then, delete the old library from NetVault and the VTL container from the DR Series appliance.
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7
Quest vRanger
Migrating RDA containers
There is no need to migrate data in RDA containers. After upgrading the DR Series system appliance and
upgrading to vRanger 7.6.4.0 or later, all previous RDA devices will be converted to Quest branding
automatically. Just be sure to update both the DR Series operating system and the vRanger server.
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